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time! as! factories! pulling! in! immature,! unprepared! young! men! and,! three! years! later,!
churning! out! young! lawyers!who! are! not! significantly! better! prepared! to! deal!with! the!
realities! of! the! legal! profession.1! Llewellyn’s! critique! touches! upon! every! aspect! of! the!
North! American! legal! education! experience:! the! admission! of! students! who! lack! the!
necessary!critical! research!and!writing! skills,! the! rules"based!“casebook”!curriculum! that!







future! law! students!before!our! first!day!of! law!school!as!we!cram! for! the!dreaded!LSAT!
admissions!exams!and!struggle!to!distil!a!lifetime!of!experiences!and!expectations!into!the!
succinct! statement!of! interest! required! for!every! law!school!application.!Once!accepted,!
we!are! immediately!thrown! into!a! large! lecture!hall!where!the!professor!will!expound!on!
property!or!torts!or!criminal! law,!rambling!off! long! lists!of!cases!and!precedents,!only!to!
send!us!home! to! read!hundreds!of!pages! from!our!brick"like! casebooks.!We! repeat! this!
process! for! about! three! months,! and! then! spend! a! frantic! few! weeks! preparing! the!
legendary!“summaries”!that!we!have!heard!will!make!or!break!us.!Finally,!we!sit!the!final,!
three"hour,!100%!exam!and!hope! for! the!best.!We!will!do! this! for! three! years,!proudly!
accept!our!degrees! in! front!of!beaming! family!and! friends!and! then! realize! that!we!are!
actually! lawyers! now.!While! this! description!may! oversimplify! the! experience,! it! is! an!
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freak! policies! are! needed;! needed! in! very! considerable!measure.”5! For! Llewellyn,! these!
freaks!were!those!who!were!willing!to!challenge!the!status!quo! in!order!to!affect!change!
but!change,! it!seems,!would!be!a!very! long!time!coming!since!these!freaks!were!few!and!
far! between.! Rather! than! despairing! over! everything! that! has! not! changed! in! legal!
education! since! the! 1930s,! Llewellyn! could! take!heart! in! knowing! that!while! the! freaks!
have! not! yet! won,! they! have! been! waging! the! war! on! one! of! the! most! significant!
battlegrounds:!clinical!education.!
!
Law! schools!across!Canada!offer! clinical!education!programs,!which,! to!varying!degrees,!
allow!students!to!put!the!skills!they!have!learned!in!the!classroom!into!practice!in!different!




than! 70! years! later! by! challenging!mainstream! legal! education! and,! by! extension,! the!
mainstream!legal!profession.!!
!
Many! of! Llewellyn’s! critiques! of! legal! education! are! being! echoed! in! relation! to!
contemporary!legal!education.!In!this!article,!I!will!explore!these!criticisms!and!discuss!how!
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program,!started!in!1970,6!but!since!1969,!CLASP!has!offered!legal!services!to!low"income!
people!and!communities! in!Toronto.!The!clinic! is! located!within!Osgoode!Hall!Law!School!
and! while! clients! come! from! across! the! city,! a! majority! of! clients! come! from! the!
surrounding!neighbourhood!of!Jane"Finch,!which!is!one!of!the!highest"density!and!poorest!
communities! in!Canada.!Currently,!CLASP!provides! representation! in! four!areas:!criminal!
law;! immigration! and! refugee! law;! community! support! (represents! clients! living! with!
mental! health! issues! in! housing! matters,! social! assistance! appeals! and! human! rights!
complaints);!and,!youth!and!education.!Potential!clients!must!meet!the!financial!eligibility!
requirements!set!by!Legal!Aid!Ontario,!which! funds! the!clinic! in!part.!Priority! is!given! to!
clients!who!fall!within!the!groups! identified!as!most! in!need!of!assistance:!those! living! in!




program.!Students!are!paid! to!work!at!CLASP! full"time!during! the!summer! (May"August)!
and!continue!working!there!during!the!school!year!(September"April)!for!academic!credit,!
while! also! taking! courses.! Supervised! by! three! full"time! lawyers,! students! work! on! all!
aspects!of!a!client’s!case,!including!representing!clients!at!criminal!and!small!claims!court!
as! well! as! at! a! variety! of! administrative! tribunals.! Students! gain! a! year! of! practical!
experience! before! they! even! graduate.! In! addition! to! traditional! legal! representation,!




Criticism! of! traditional! legal! education! is! often! tied! to! criticism! of! the! traditional! legal!
profession.! In! contrast! to! regnant! lawyering7! is! rebellious! lawyering,! a! term! coined! by!
American! lawyer!Gerald!Lopez.!Where!a! regnant! lawyer! individualizes! legal!problems,8!a!
rebellious! lawyer!sees!her!clients!as!belonging! to!a! larger!community.9!Where!a!regnant!
lawyer!sees!a!client’s! issue!only! in!terms!of! legal! issues!and!solutions,!a!rebellious!lawyer!
considers! the! various! societal! forces! and! pressures! in! a! client’s! life! that! may! be!
contributing!to!or!even!causing!the!issue.!Where!a!regnant!lawyer!relies!only!upon!his!or!
her!own!expertise,!a!rebellious!lawyer!seeks!to!empower!the!client.!!
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Just! as! rebellious! lawyering! challenges! the! traditional! model! of! legal! practice,! clinical!
education!programs!like!CLASP!challenge!the!traditional!model!of!legal!education,!pushing!
students! to!rebellious! learning,! in!which! they!can!develop!a!critical!consciousness!of! the!
role!and!limits!of!law.!These!rebellious!learners!develop!not!only!the!strong!analytical!and!
advocacy!skills! that!are!required! to!practice!any!area!of! the! law!but! they!also!develop!a!
real!understanding!of!the!impact!of!the!legal!system!on!a!section!of!society!that!is!largely!
ignored.! Bridging! the! gap! between! regnant! and! rebellious! lawyering! –! and! between!











In!the!classroom,!the!students! listen!to!the!professor!and! in!practice,!the!clients! listen!to!
the! lawyer;! traditional! legal! education! and! practice! depend! on! this! expert"layperson!
relationship.!Shin! Imai,!a!professor!at!Osgoode!Hall!Law!School,10!writes! that! law!school!
teaches! you!how! to!be!an! instant!authority.!After!all,!we! spend! three!years! learning! to!
synthesize! lengthy!cases! into!succinct! ratios!and!apply! those! rules! to! facts! to!determine!
the!likely!outcome.!Law!plus!facts!–!that!is!the!equation!that!matters!at!law!school!–!and!
we!learn!to!cook!the!books!to!make!the!law!work!in!favour!of!the!facts!of!a!particular!case.!
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barred!us! from!making!many!of!our!claims.!Working!with!my! supervisor,!we!decided! to!
advance!those!claims!anyway,!figuring!that!a! judge!at!Small!Claims!Court!might!be!more!
willing! to!overlook! the! law! in! favour!of! the! sympathetic! facts! in! the! case.!A! few!weeks!









claim.! She! would! not! discuss! the! alleged! harassment! or! discrimination.! She! could! not!
remember!dates!or!particular!events!that!just!days!before,!we!had!gone!over!in!detail.!She!










recently,! after! almost! a! year! at! CLASP,! that! I! have! come! to! realize! how! I! could! have!
handled! the!situation!differently.! I!had!approached! this!case! the!way! I!had!been!taught,!




The!expert"layperson! relationship! raises!particular! challenges! for!a! student!working! in!a!
legal! clinic.! First,! clients! often! arrive! at! the! clinic!with!mistaken! beliefs! about! the! law.!
During!an! intake! interview,!a!potential!client!confided! in!me! that! since! the!police!never!
found!the!“other”!drugs!in!his!car,!we!could!use!that!to!clear!the!possession!charge!he!was!
currently!facing.!Another!client!was!certain!that!his!wife!would!be!granted!the!necessary!
immigration!papers!because!he!had!been! granted!his!papers! and! their! cases!were! very!
similar.!In!these!cases,!where!I!have!to!explain!to!a!client!that!they!are!wrong!about!how!












age! as!my! parents! trust!me!with! such! an! important! life! event! as! a! hearing! or! trial.! It!
becomes! even!more! challenging! in! a! situation!where! I!have! to! confront! an!older! client!





is! created! between! lawyer! and! client.! Just! as! some! clients!walk! in!with! a! definite! idea!
about! how! law! works,!many! others! expect! that! I! will! have! all! the! answers! for! them.!
Recently,!when! I!was!at!the! immigration!detention!centre!where!CLASP!students!provide!
legal! information! to!detainees,! I!was! explaining! the!detention! system! to! two!detainees!
when! they! asked!me! –!point!blank! –!whether! they! should! apply! for! refugee! status.!An!
immigration! officer! had! told! them! they! could! apply! for! refugee! status! if! they! feared!
returning! to! their! country.! I! knew!nothing! about! these!detainees!other! than! very!basic!
details! about!how! long! they!had!been! in!Canada!and!how! they!had!been!picked!up!by!
immigration.!After!I!explained!what!it!meant!to!be!a!refugee,!they!again!asked!me!whether!





I! have! experienced! first"hand! the! different! approaches! to! lawyering,! whether! labelled!
“regnant”!and! “rebellious”!or! “traditional”!and! “community"based”,!and! the!benefits!or!
drawback! of! each! during!my! time! at! CLASP.! According! to! Janet!Mosher,! an! Osgoode!
Professor!and!Associate!Dean,!clinical!legal!education!can!lead!to!a!new!vision!of!the!legal!
profession.! It! can! work! to! “shift! from! lawyering! that! truncates,! to! lawyering! that!
empowers,![which]!occurs!when!the!emphasis!of!lawyering!practices!shifts!from!outcome!
to!process;!from!getting!to!becoming;!from!instrumentalism!to!empowerment.”13!This!is!a!
lesson! that! I! hope! to! carry!with!me! during! the! transition! from! school! to! practice! and!
beyond.!
                                            
13!Mosher,!supra!note!8.!






developing! “knowledge!how”.!This!approach! to! learning! is! then!applied! in!practice.!This!
application!begins!law!school!exams,!which!are!usually!based!on!fact"patterns!that!require!
to! students! to! identify! the! issues! and! then! apply! the! law! to! the! facts! provided! and!
determine!the! likelihood!of!success!for!each!party!in!the!matter.!Once!students!graduate!
and! start! dealing! with! clients,! the! same! approach! is! used.! Students! are! expected! to!
transform!their!“knowledge!that”! into!“knowledge!how”.! !The!assumption! is!that!a!client!
arrives!at!a!lawyer’s!office!with!a!problem!that!is!legal!in!nature!and!seen!as!“predictable,!




do! with! our! education.! Law! school! still! focuses,! for! the! most! part,! on! business! and!
corporate! law! as!well! as! litigation,!with! little! discussion,! at! least! in! first! year,! of! other!
options.!Traditionalists!would!argue,!of! course,! that! it! is!necessary! to! learn! the!basics!–!











get!a! legal!aid! certificate,!which!entitles!clients! to! free! legal! services.!They! retain!CLASP!
precisely!because!they!do!not!have!a!choice.!While!we!provide!free! legal!services,!clients!
provide!us!with!real"life!case!studies.! In!the!most! literal!sense,!we!practice! law!on!these!
















We! must! begin! by! considering! our! role! as! lawyers! and! what! that! can! mean.! Shelley!
Gavigan! of! Osgoode! and! former! director! of! Osgoode’s! other! legal! clinic! downtown,!
Parkdale!Community!Legal!Services,!has!written!about!the!“white!knight”!syndrome!that!
can!afflict! lawyers!working! in!social! justice.!There!can!be!a!tendency!to!believe!that!with!
law!as!our!sword!and!shield,!we!can!save!the!oppressed.!This!reflects!the!over"emphasis!
that! is!traditionally!placed!on!the!role!and!efficacy!of! law.!Working!at!CLASP,!this! illusion!
was!shattered!for!me!very!quickly.!For!example,!Small!Claims!Court!is!often!lauded!as!the!
solution!to!improving!access!to!justice!because!claimants!can!self"represent!and!court!fees!
are! significantly! reduced.! This! year,! I! spent! too! many! hours! trying! to! interpret! the!






and! improve! access! to! justice.! In!my! experience! at! CLASP,! as! illustrated! through! this!
example!of!Small!Claims!Court,!I!learned!how!we!often!fail!to!even!recognize!the!barriers!
that!exist.!!If!we!cannot!recognize!the!barriers,!how!can!we!move!toward!removing!them!






community! outreach! work,! such! as! getting! involved! with! community! groups! and!










                                            
16!Imai,!supra!note!10.!




Working!at!CLASP,! I!have!become!aware!of!the!role!that!“social”!plays! in!social! justice.! I!
was! fortunate! enough! in!my! first! year!of! law! school! to!have! a! couple!of! teachers!who!
introduced!critical!perspectives!such!as!feminist!and!critical!race!theories! into!the!course!
material,!pushing!us!to!analyse!the!social!and!political!undercurrents! in!decisions.!This! is!
not,! however,! the! norm! in! law! school.! “The! tendency! of! law! school! to! ignore! political,!
economic,!and! social!values!and!perpetuate!has!been!blamed! for!helping! to!perpetuate!
idealized! notions! of! fairness! that! fails! to! accord! with! the! realities! of! poverty! and!
discrimination.”17!Even!the!mandatory!first"year!ethics!class,!where!the!prevailing!theme!is!
access! to! justice,! fails! to! go! beyond! readily! apparent! financial! reasons! why! so! many!
Canadians!cannot!afford!to!access!justice.!
!
My! year! at! CLASP,! however,! has! enabled! me! to! develop! an! awareness! of! the!
multidimensional! social,! political! and! economic! factors!which! influence! law! and,!more!
significantly,! the! lives! of! those! people!who! are!most! frequently! embroiled! in! the! legal!
system.!I!have!developed!this!awareness!through!my!work!with!clients!and!the!community,!
and! through! taking! the! time! to! reflect! on! and! discuss! these! experiences! with! my!
colleagues.!During!our! two"week! training! session! last!May,! I! attended! a!protest! against!
temporary! employment! agencies! in! the! Jane"Finch! community!with! the! other! students!
from!CLASP.!My!use!of!the!word!“attended”! is! intentional.!That!afternoon,! I!did!not!feel!
that!my!presence!at!the!protest!was!at!all!helpful!or!supportive.!I!had!no!connection!to!the!
issue! and,!quite! frankly,! at! that!point,! little! connection! to! the! community.! I! felt,! to!use!















                                            
17!Voyvodic!&!Medcalf,!supra!note!6.!
18! For! an! account! of! a! teacher's! experiences! in! the! Jane"Finch! community,! see! PETER!MCLAREN,! CRIES! FROM! THE!
CORRIDOR!(1980).!






the! reasonable!person! against!whom! standards! are!measured.!People! are!even!missing!










While! in! traditional! law! classes,! knowledge! is! conceived! as! a! commodity!which! can! be!
acquired,! clinical!education!approaches!knowledge!as!always!evolving! from!experiences,!
both! as! we! live! through! them! and! later! as! we! reflect! upon! them.! In! sharp! contrast,!
proponents!of! clinical!education!emphasize! the! contribution!of!personal!experience!and!
reflection! in! the! learning! process.! Here,! emotional! and! intellectual! learning! and!
development!are!interdependent.23!Learning!is!a!continuous!process,!constantly!changing!
and!evolving!based!on!new!experiences.24!One!of!the!skills!student!caseworkers! learn!at!
CLASP! is!to! look!beyond!the!obvious! labels! (‘single!mom’,! ‘youth!with!a!criminal!record’,!
‘drug!addict’)! that!may!be!applied! to!clients!and!see! them!as! individuals.! In! the!spirit!of!





My! introduction!to!affective! learning!came!rather! late! in!my!placement!at!CLASP.!While!I!
try! to!maintain!an!awareness!of! the! social! factors!underlying!a! case,! I!also!keep!myself!
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emotionally! distanced! from! my! clients! and! their! cases.! Since! I! have! never! been! an!
outwardly! emotional! person,! I!would! like! to! think! that! this! is!not! a! conscious! effort! to!
depersonalize!my!clients!and!adhere!to!a!rationalist!model!of!lawyering!but!rather!a!result!
of!my!personality.!I!do!not!feel!that!my!emotional!detachment!has!diminished!the!quality!




would! separate!her! from!her!Canadian!husband! and!her! young! children.!Her! efforts! to!
regularize!her!status!had!been!unsuccessful,!in!large!part!because!she!had!been!conned!by!
paralegals.!With!no!money,!she!had!few!–!if!any!–!options!when!she!arrived!at!CLASP.!For!
the! first! time,! I! became! emotionally! involved! in! a! case! and! I! am! still! in! the! process! of!
reflecting! on!why! this! happened.! The! client’s! story!was! undeniably! sad! but!working! in!
CLASP’s!immigration!division,!many!of!my!clients!have!equally!heart"wrenching!stories.!The!
client!had! fallen! through! the! cracks!of! the! legal! system!but! so! too!have! the!majority!of!








first! step! to! any! real! educational! or! transformative! experience! [is]! a!willingness! to! go!
beyond!your! comfort! zone!and! to! risk!being!uncomfortable.”26!Generally,! I!would!argue!
that!law!students!are,!for!the!most!part,!used!to!being!comfortable.!We!are!comfortable!in!
the! sense! that! we! have! enjoyed! some! degree! of! privilege! that! gave! us! access! to! the!
opportunities! that! led! to! law! school.!We!are!also! comfortable! in! the! sense! that!we!are!
used! to!having!control!over!our!environment,!our!experiences!and!our! interactions.!Law!
school!is!a!largely!solitary!experience,!where!competition!is!prized!over!collaboration!and!
students!are! trained! to!work! in!an! individualistic!and!adversarial! legal! system.27! In! their!
article!about!the!University!of!Windsor’s!legal!aid!clinic,!Voyvodic!and!Medcalf!suggest!that!
the!“subject"matter!of!clinical! legal!education! (i.e.,!poverty! law),! its!unstructured!nature!
and!its!closeness!to!inter"personal!dynamics!is!unsettling!to!mainstream!faculty!accultured!
to! ‘isolationist’!mode! of! behaviour!within! legal! education.”28! For!Quigley,! social! justice!
lawyers!must!learn!to!be!uncomfortable!because!“those!who!practice!social!justice!law!are!
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essentially!swimming!upstream!while!others!are!on!their!way!down.”29!I!would!add!that!for!
a! law!student!working! in!a! legal!clinic,!the!work!that!we!do,!and!the!places!where!we!do!
that!work,!also!forces!us!to!go!beyond!our!comfort!zone.!!
!
Throughout!my! time!at!CLASP,! I!have!experienced! two!distinct! types!of!discomfort.!The!







law! reform! campaign! around! the! disclosure! of!mental! health! police! records,! a! practice!
which!violates! the!privacy!of!personal!health! information!and! leads! to!discrimination!on!
the!basis!of!a!disability.! Ironically,! this! is!one!of! the!projects!at!CLASP!about!which! I!am!
most!passionate.!Throughout!this!campaign,!we!have!been!working!with!members!of!the!
mental! health! consumer/survivor! community.! In! July,!we! participated! in!Mad! Pride,! an!
event! organized! by! various! consumer/survivor! groups! that! brings! together! artists! and!
activists.!We! tabled! our! petition! at! the! event,! explaining! the! issue! to! attendees! and!






am! very! involved! in! this! law! reform! campaign! but!my! interest! is!more! academic! than!
personal.! The! consumer/survivor! initiatives! are! (and! this! is! a! gross! oversimplification)!
about! taking! back! the! labels,! the! experience! and! the! power! of! mental! illness! from!






especially!when! I!speak!about! this! issue!at!conferences!or!public!meetings.!Through! this!
experience!of!continuous!self"inquiry!and!reflection,!I!have!come!to!understand!more!fully!




                                            
29!Quigley,!supra,!note!14,!10.!




While! legal! education! may! not! have! changed! dramatically! since! Llewellyn’s! time,! law!
students!do!have! the!opportunity! to! choose! clinical!education!programs! like!CLASP!and!
challenge!the!educational!(and!later!professional)!status!quo.!As!I!look!toward!the!end!of!
law!school!and!the!beginning!of!my!career,! I!do!not!know!where!my!career!will!take!me!
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